Features & specifications

Device highlights
- Vibrant 6.67" FHD+ FullVision Notch Punch Hole Display
- 64 MP/ W5 MP/ D2 MP/ M2 MP Quad Cameras with AutoFocus and LED flash
- 16 MP Front-Facing Camera with Front-Facing Display Flash
- Powerful Octa-core processor and 5G speed
- Up to 128 GB of user memory and 6 GB of RAM
- Large 4,000 mAh Battery with fast charging (non-removable)
- Titan Gray Reflective Accents

Voice & audio
- Music Player with Sleep Timer and Notification Panel Controls: supports AAC, AAC+, AIFF, AMR, eAAC+, FLAC, M4A, MIDI, MP3, OGG, PCM, WAV and WMA formats
- Music Library - organized by song, album, artist, genre, stations, and playlist
- LG 3D Sound Engine - is an object based audio standard that adds height and depth to the output and makes sound move around

Camera & video
- Burst Shot - hold the shutter button to take multiple shots quickly
- Panorama - captures images with horizontally elongated fields of view
- Film Effect - filter effects to give photos a classic look
- Auto Shot - face detection automatically takes a selfie
- Gesture Shot - take selfies with a simple hand gesture
- Selfie Light - screen illuminates around the photo preview for well-lit selfies
- Beauty Shot - adjustable setting softens facial features
- Pause and Resume Recording - temporarily pause a recording and pick up the scene later
- Live Shot - take still shots while recording video
- Self-Timer - take a picture or video up to 10 seconds after you press the shutter or record button
- Portrait Mode
- Macro Mode
- Time Lapse

Tools & organizers
- QuickMemo+ - take notes with the ability to choose paper style, pen size, and color, add text with a PC-like tool bar, and more
- QSlide - overlay up to two windows with adjustable sizing and transparency
- Capture+ - write or draw on nearly any screen and schedule memos to appear at certain times or locations
- Battery Saver - restrict apps in the background to save power
- Clip Tray - copy multiple items and paste in a clipboard at the bottom of the screen, creating a collection of information to save or send
- Ringtone ID - unique ringtone created for each caller based on phone numbers
- Notification LED - light that indicates different information when the screen is off
- Fingerprint ID - unlock the device using your fingerprint instead of a passcode
- Digital Wellbeing
- Google Assistant Key - find answers and get things done on-the-go with one press of a button
- Accelerometer - control games by turning and tilting
- Smart Cleaning
- NFC

Cricket services
- Preloaded with My Cricket, Cricket Visual Voicemail and theSCOOP

Included accessories
- Travel adapter and USB cable
- Standard Battery (Non-Removable)
- Sim tray opener

Specifications

| Processor | 2.0GHz Octa-Core |
| Memory | 6GB RAM / 128GB ROM (Usable up to 95.08 GB) |
| Rear camera | 64 MP/ W5 MP/ D2 MP/ M2 MP Quad Cameras with AutoFocus and LED flash |
| Front camera | 16 MP with Front-Facing Display Flash |
| Wi-Fi | 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac |
| Dimensions | 6.55" (H) X 3.04 (W) X 0.33 (D) |
| Weight | 6.67 oz. |
| Talk time | Up to 17 hours |
| Standby time | Up to 17 days |
| Battery | 4,000 mAh with fast charging (non-removable) |
| Charging solution | USB Type C |

For more information, visit www.cricketwireless.com/support/devices, call Customer Care at 1-855-246-2461 or dial 611 from your mobile phone.